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IntroductIon

the explosive growth of Internet and the fast depletion of the conventional IPv4 addresses lead 
to the development of IPv6 as a new network layer protocol. while IPv6 has been around 
since 1998, several intermediate solutions to solve the Internet addressing problem, namely 
using private addresses and the network Address translation protocol (nAt), refrained its 
wide deployment. However, in January 2011, IAnA distributed the last few blocks available 
at the top-level domain. with this event, IPv6 became a strategic and mainstream topic for 
governments and telecommunication companies. In the last few years, we assisted to a huge 
progress on IPv6 deployment at world level. while a lot of transition effort is still required, as 
of march 2015 Google reports about 6-7% of IPv6 based requests at world level, up from a 
residual 0.5% penetration in mid 2011. this represents a remarkable 14-fold increase in just 
4 years.

Academia usually is, by its own nature, a pole of innovation and an early adopter of new 
technologies. this was also partially true regarding IPv6. the GÉAnt network is the pan-
european research and education network that interconnects europe’s national research and 
education networks (nrens). the GÉAnt backbone fully supports IPv6 since 2002, as well 
as the majority of european nren networks. these dates preceded by far the adoption of IPv6 
by major telecommunication companies, which only in the last few years started to address the 
transition. However, IPv6 penetration at the Academic, institution and user level is quite vari-
able and, quite surprisingly, does not even seems to match the increased penetration of IPv6 
at the global level. Informal figures suggests that the total weight of IPv6 traffic in the GeAnt 
backbone is around 3%, a few points below global traffic.

the goal of the Gen6 project was to increase awareness and promote the adoption of IPv6 at 
Government and Public Administrations services. the Academic Pilot was developed as part 
of this effort and aims to promote good practices for IPv6 deployment at academic networks, 
as well as promoting the on-line monitoring of effective IPv6 penetration at user level in aca-
demic networks.
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wHy IPv6 now (esPecIAlly In AcAdemIA)? 

deploying IPv6 today has become a reality that every organization „must“ face. there is 
a very strong motivation: there are not as many internet addresses in the old version of 
the Internet Protocol (IPv4) as there are people on the planet, and we are running out of 
addresses. IPv6 provides trillions of addresses that will enable the internet to grow, for all 
practical purposes, indefinitely.

some factor reinforce this need of IPv6 deployment in academia. First of all, it prevent in-
creased costs, as well as disruption of the web sites. moreover, the number of „connected“ 
devices (tablets, smartphones, laptops, …) continuously grows and requires even more IP 
addresses.

After a 20 years development, IPv6 is ready to deploy today. most competitors are already doing 
IPv6 (major Internet service Providers, GÉAnts research network, web companies, etc...).

consIder tHe cHAnGes In your current IPv4-
InFrAstructure 

there is no need to restructure the complete network for IPv6, if:
	 l	 the security areas are well-designed (edge, dmZ, backbone…);
	 l	 the IPv4 network is already split into subnets;
	 l	 the design is scalable.
otherwise, restructuring should be carried out before starting with IPv6. 

Here are some guidelines that can help you to redesign the network infrastructure. maybe 
you have to split a „one big network“ into subnets, in order to isolate broadcast domains 
and spanning-trees. the subnets must reflect an internal structure, and must be clearly defi-
ned. then you can use V-lAns to manage the subnets. natting should be avoided (natting 
with IPv6 is not recommended). In the routing area, dynamic routing protocols should be 
deployed in order to build redundancy.
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deFIne tHe IPv6 strAteGy

the IPv6 strategy involves the target architecture, a high-level address plan and a high-level 
security concept (which must be aligned with each other).

It is easier to roll out IPv6 over a structured IPv4 network to avoid huge amounts of downtime 
during implementation and general confusion by trying to change too many things at the same time.

the transition to IPv6 gives an organisation the opportunity to fix problems in its current 
environment. the steps are:

 1. evaluate network equipment and applications that have to support the transition to IPv6 
  (hardware,  services, management, applications, workstations, etc...) and identify the  
   items that are not IPv6-compliant

 2. figure out the IPv6 subnets needed. It is usual to plan as many IPv6 subnets as IPv4 ones  
  existing in the network. of course, leave a marge for future expansion (IPv6 prefixes are  
  larger than IPv4 ones, you will have enough place).

 3. get an IPv6 prefix for your organization (from your IsP, or under certain conditions 
  directly from rIPe).

 4. create an address allocation plan. the concept must be well structured, simple, scalable  
  and clear. the easiest, but least flexible solution is to make block address assignment,  
  starting from the beginning of the organisation’s allocated IPv6 block. For future needs,
  it is possible to keep some prefixes free. the prefix or network part of an IPv6 address  
  should always be 64 bits (/64).

 5. agree on the way you will manage addresses (dHcPv6/dHcPv6, slAAc, manual).

 6. design the routing schema infrastructure. Above all, the routing protocols in use (static,  
  osPF, BGP, ...) and the adaptations needed to enable IPv6 routing are to be considered.
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IPv6 network trAnsItIon mecHAnIsms 
And IPv6 dePloyment strAteGIes

three transition possibilities are given for the configuration of IPv6 in a network: dual stack, 
tunnelling and translation.

the decision of the possibility to adopt can only be done regarding the global infrastructure 
and the future concept that is decided on. dual stack has the advantage that IPv4 can live 
parallel to IPv6 as long as it is needed.

then, a strategy must be adopted for the implementation of IPv6. one example is to deploy 
IPv6 in the core first, then on the clients. on the other hand, the deployment can be based on 
geographical implementation. 

the strategy to adopt depends on the infrastructure and layout of the organization.

some HInts on network HArdwAre And serVIces

After taking the inventory, all the products should be checked and evaluated for IPv6 compliance. 
obtain a list of implemented rFcs from the vendor, check it against your requirements, and 
then test in your lab whether the features that are critical to your plans work as expected.

especially for layer-3 equipment, several protocols and features must be checked for compliance 
(e.g. tcP, udP, IcmP protocols, access-lists, policy-based routing, dynamic routing protocols, etc...). 

most network services like dns, dHcP, ntP, VPn (openVPn, IPsec)... are today IPv6 ready 
and can be enabled after a few configuration work will be done. 
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IPv6 multIcAst

multicast is an efficient way to deliver data whenever one source is distributing the same data 
to multiple receivers. multicast in IPv6 is not much different from IPv4. there are only new 
concepts you need to be familiar with:
 l	 multicast listener discovery (mld): mld is the equivalent to IGmPv2, defined for IPv4.  
  mld messages are carried in IcmPv6 packets.
	 l	 mld snooping: is similar to IGmP snooping proposed for IPv4.

neIGHBour dIscoVery: tHe BAsIs For All IPv6 
ImPlementAtIons

neighbour discovery is a protocol that allows different nodes on the same link to advertise 
their existence to their neighbours and to learn about the existence of their neighbours.A 
router periodically sends out router advertisements from each of its multicast interfaces, an-
nouncing its availability. Hosts listen to these advertisements for address auto-configuration 
and discovery of link-local addresses of the neighbouring routers.

neighbour discovery for IPv6 replaces the following IPv4 protocols: router discovery 
(rdIsc), Address resolution Protocol (ArP), and IcmPv4 redirect.

some consIderAtIons ABout routInG Protocols

 l	 using static routes in IPv6 is similar to configuring static routes for IPv4.

 l	 IPv6 rIP or rIPng (rIP next Generation) generally is very similar to rIP (for IPv4)   
  and functions in the same way, offering the same benefits.

 l	 eIGrP for IPv6 works in the same way as eIGrP IPv4 where they can be configured
   and managed separately.
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 l	 many of the osPF for IPv6 (osPFv3) features are the same as in osPF for IPv4   
  (osPFv2). the major differences between both protocols are:
   - osPFv2 and osPFv3 are completely separate instances
   - osPFv3 uses multicast for communication.
   - osPFv3 uses link-local addresses for routing.

 l	 Is-Is (Intermediate system to Intermediate system) in IPv6 works in the same way   
  and offers many of the same benefits as Is-Is in IPv4.
 
	 l	 multiprotocol BGP is the supported exterior Gateway Protocol (eGP) for IPv6. 
  multiprotocol BGP extensions for IPv6 support the same features and functionality as  
  IPv4 BGP.

IPv4/IPv6 routing protocol classification

wlAn And IPv6

In order to enable wireless IPv6 client connectivity in the wireless lAn, the underlying wired 
network must support IPv6 routing and an address assignment mechanism, such as slAAc or 
dHcPv6. 

Access Points need connectivity to the IPv6 router. on layer-2, there is nothing specific to do for car-
rying IPv6 traffic. when layer-2 filters are set on the Access Points, they must allow for IPv6 traffic.

wlAn controllers transparently forward IPv6 packets.

IPv4 rIPv2 eIGrP
(cisco prop.)

osPFv2 Is-Is
(cisco prop.)

BGP-4

IPv6 rIPng eIGrP for IPv6
(cisco prop.)

osPFv3 Is-Is for IPv6
(cisco prop.)

mBGP

     
            Interior gateway protocols

Distance vector Link state Path vector

Exterior 
gateway 
protocols
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network mAnAGement oVer IPV6 

every network operation centre has its tools and protocols to manage and monitor its network. 
All these items must be gathered and in the long term will have to migrate to IPv6.

 
SNMP
today, many network vendors (6wInd, cIsco, HItAcHI, JunIPer etc.) support snmP over 
IPv6 and can be monitored in an IPv6-only environment. equipment not supporting snmP over 
IPv6 may be managed over IPv4, as most IPv6 networks are running dual-stack. the number of 
snmP applications able to poll remote snmP agents over IPv6 remains low.

 
Flow monitoring (Netflow)
netFlow for IPv6 is based on netFlow Version 9 and works by identifying packet flows for 
ingress IP and IPv6 packets.

 
SDN and OpenFlow
even if a lot of network operation centres do not implement openFlow in their current IPv4 
network today, openFlow has been IPv6-ready since version 1.3.
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securIty AsPects

For the success of IPv6 deployment in networks, it is important that the IPv6 deployments are 
secure and are of a service quality that equals that of the existing IPv4 infrastructure.

Inbound filtering of martian packets makes sense on the internet uplink to prevent malware 
from using these as source address. to prevent internal and external misuse of these prefixes, 
the martian prefixes can also be null-routed (e.g. a null route is propagated to the network via 
a dynamic routing protocol).

Martian IPv6 packets

As a lot of IPv6 features are based on IcmPv6 packets (neighbour discovery, Pmtu disco-
very, etc…), misused nodes can result in denial of service or man-in-the-middle attacks. the 
recommendations in the table below allow for the propagation of IcmPv6 messages needed 
to maintain functionality of the network, but drop messages posing potential security risks. 
these basic rules should be configured on the firewall.

some mechanisms exist to grant security at the first hop, especially in the IPv6 context:
	 l	 router Advertisement Guard (rA Guard)
	 l			 secure neighbour discovery (send)
	 l			 Anti-spoofing is configured the same way for IPv4 as for IPv6.

Address block Present use

::/128 node-scope unicast unspecified address

::1/128 node-scope unicast loopback address

::ffff:0:0/96 IPv4-mapped addresses

::/96 IPv4-compatible addresses

100::/64 remotely triggered Black Hole addresses

2001:10::/28 overlay routable cryptographic Hash Identifiers (orcHId)

2001:db8::/32 documentation prefix

fc00::/7 unique local addresses (ulA)

fe80::/10 link-local unicast

fec0::/10 site-local unicast (deprecated)

ff00::/8 multicast [16] (note: ff0e:/16 is global scope and may appear on 
the global internet.)
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APPlIcAtIons And loAd-BAlAncers

most of the web, mail, cloud services as well as load balancers are today IPv6 ready. 
you have just to enable the IPv6 connectivity of the service and do a few configurations 
to provide IPv6 for your applications.

testInG And deVeloPInG An ImPlementAtIon PlAn

to become familiar with IPv6, it can be a good idea to set up a test bed with some key 
features of the local infrastructure, as for example, a border router, a firewall system, a 
backbone router and a switch, some clients (windows, linux, …) and some servers (web 
server, mail server, dns…).

once this “little” test bed is set up, start to configure some IPv6 networks (transit net-
works, client network), some firewall rules, access lists and play with routing protocols. 
depending on your implementation plan, you can test dual-stack or tunnelling.
with intensive tests in this set-up, you will get a feeling of what needs to be done in your 
local infrastructure. 

the next challenge will be to develop an implementation plan. regarding the inventory 
of your equipment, the design you have worked out, the transition mechanism you will 
adopt, you will be ready to begin with the IPv6 implementation.

ImPlementInG IPv6

you should already have got an IPv6 prefix (from your IsP, or under certain conditions 
from rIPe ncc). Afterwards, you can configure your equipment according to the strat-
egy you have chosen (core/border, geographical infrastructure, …). the configuration 
should be described in the handbook of your equipment vendor. once basic connectivity 
is guaranteed, you can enable IPv6 for central services (dns, VPn, web, mail, etc...).
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trouBlesHootInG IPv6

troubleshooting IPv6 should be as easy as IPv4. some tools are different depending on 
the platforms.

tools and commands for troubleshooting IPv6 on linux clients:
	 l	 ping6
 l traceroute6
 l tracepath6
 l mtr -6
 l ip -6
 l host
 l tcpdump/whireshark

tools and commands for troubleshooting IPv6 on windows clients:
 l ipconfig /all
 l netsh
 l tracert -6
 l pathping
 l whireshark

troubleshooting IPv6 on cisco routers:
 l ping
 l traceroute
 l show ipv6 route
 l show ipv6 access list
 l show ipv6 interface
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monItorInG IPv6

Netflow
netflow is a flow-based traffic accounting protocol developed by cisco systems. the latest 
version, netflow v9, is used as a basis for the IPFIX (IP Flow Information eXport) protocol that 
is currently being standardised in the IetF (rFcs 5101 and 5102). only version 9 of netflow 
is designed to export IPv6 flows towards the netflow collector.

many vendors other than cisco provide an equivalent technology on their routers and swit-
ches, but some use a different name for the technology, probably because netflow is thought 
to be a cisco trademark. some examples are: Jflow or cflowd for Juniper networks, cflowd 
for Alcatel-lucent, sFlow, etc… sFlow vendors include: Alaxala, Alcatel lucent, Allied telesis, 
Arista networks, Brocade, cisco, dell, d-link, enterasys, extreme, Fortinet, Hewlett-Packard, 
Hitachi, Huawei, IBm, Juniper, lG-ericsson, mellanox, mrV, nec, netgear, Proxim wireless, 
Quanta computer, Vyatta, Zte, and ZyXel.

the netflow collector is responsible for reception, storage, and pre-processing of flow data 
received from a flow exporter.

there are some free netflow collectors with IPv6 support:
	 l flowd netFlow collector
	 l -ntop nProbe™ v7
	 l nfdump and nfsen
	 l PmAcct netflow

commercial netflow collectors with IPv6 support are available from:
	 l cisco 
	 l Ipswitch whatsup 
	 l solarwinds 
	 l etc… 
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Argus
Argus is a system and network monitoring application, which has included IPv6 support since 
version 3.2. It will monitor nearly anything it is asked to (tcP and udP applications, IP connec-
tivity, snmP oIds, etc). due to the fact that most of the testing modules are written in Perl, IPv6 
functionality is included in most of them. 
(http://argus.tcp4me.com) 

ntop
ntopng, the next generation version of the original ntop, is a network traffic probe that shows the 
network usage similar to what the popular top unix command does.

ntop now fully supports IPv6 thanks to the effort of InrIA within the wP6 framework of the 
6net project. ntop can collect and make stats available on IPv6 flows and hosts in the network. 
moreover, IPv6 flows can be exported with netflow v9 from with the nProbe feature and merged 
with the ntop tool. ntop can also act as a netflow v9 collector for IPv6 flows exported from other 
equipment (e.g. a cIsco router or another ntop application).
http://www.ntop.org/

IPv6 launch day
organised by the Internet society, the world IPv6 launch on 6 June 2012 was intended to 
motivate organisations across industry – including internet service providers (IsPs), hardware 
makers, and web companies – to prepare for and permanently enable Internet Protocol version 6 
(IPv6) on their products and services, as Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) address space runs out.
http://www.worldipv6launch.org/
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monItorInG IPv6 suPPort In AcAdemIc networks

monitoring the support of IPv6 at academic level provides an immediate feedback which 
may contribute to increase IPv6 awareness among university and Ict governance.

As a first part of the Academic monitoring task, it was performed a first assessment of IPv6 
support in the backbone and central service of main european universities. this analysis 
encompassed the test of web, dns and mail services of the central services of a subsample 
of significant universities across europe. considering the high number of Higher education 
Institutions (HeI) in europe, the scope of this analysis was for now limited to a sample of 
177 of these institutions that make part of the top 400 in the times Higher education world uni-
versity rankings. the result of this assessment is summarized in the table below. the row “Partial 
IPv6 support” means that IPv6 addresses are available but no service is available, or that only 
part of known dns and mail servers of a specific academic domain have IPv6 support.

while these figures seem promising and positive at a first glance, a more detailed analysis is 
advisable. A quite higher figure is seen for partial support of dns services, possibly due to a 
high number of secondary name servers being hosted in nren servers or other IsPs having IPv6 
support. A quick analysis of some academic mail services in this subset that do not have web or 
ns IPv6 support shows that, in most of these cases, the mail service is hosted in nren servers 
or external commercial operators with dual-stack support, which explains the higher level of IPv6 
adoption in mail services. while less usual, the support of IPv6 in web services may also be slightly 
inflated by academic web sites hosted externally by operators with IPv6 support.

up to date figures of this analysis may be found on line at 
https://devpub.labs.nic.cz/ipv6-smt-new/country/_uni/.

WWW DNS Mail

Full IPv6
Partial IPv6
IPv4 only

  33 (18.6%)
    0 (  0.0%)
144 (81.4%)

30 (16.9%)
91 (51.4%)
56 (31.6%)

  44 (24.9%)
    7 (  4.0%)
126 (71.2%)

April 2015
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monItorInG IPv6 dePloyment In AcAdemIc 
networks

while monitoring IPv6 support at central services of main universities provides a clue to the 
commitment of Ict departments and corporate governance to IPv6, it may not provide an accurate 
estimate of IPv6 adoption at user level. In fact, IPv6 support in central services does not often 
reflect the level of effective IPv6 deployment in distribution and access networks. 

to obtain more accurate figures regarding IPv6 penetration, it was developed a small javascript 
probe, adapted from a previous version by the IPv6 observatory. In order to obtain accurate re-
sults, this probe should be installed as widely as possible in websites with popular content in the 
Academic community.  when the end user accesses the website, the browser executes the probe 
code, and a few HttP Get request are sent to some controlled virtual test web sites with different 
types of IPv6 support. each one of these accesses simply downloads the smaller transparent 
image one may create (1px by 1px). this small image is designed in order to imply the effective 
access to the test sites, but in fact does not introduce any perturbation to the graphic content 
of the web site, being unnoticeable by the end user. the results of the several HttP requests, 
which are asynchronous, fast and unnoticeably by the user, are logged in raw databases for 
later processing. the overall architecture of this model is represented below:
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the installation of the probe was first promoted in main european university websites, since these are 
institutions open to research and that, by their own nature, do have a high number of accesses from 
the academic community (from its own population and also from other universities). However, one 
must emphasize that the location of the probe itself is irrelevant for the tests performed in the scope of 
this activity. In fact, IPv6 support is tested between the user platform and the Ist test server, irrespective 
of the probe location, as depicted in the figure below. 

during the post-processing phase, each logged access is retrieved and the source IP analyzed 
trough a reverse dns and lookup to the wHoIs database, in order to identify the source 
network. If it falls within a monitored Academic network, the university is identified and 
the associated statistics are updated. the results of this monitoring task are available 
online and updated daily at

https://gen6.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/

As explained before, by default this list includes only the subset of european universities 
that make part of the 400 in the times Higher education world university rankings. 
However, if your university is not included in this default subset but you want to be included 
in this analysis, please contact us at gen6@tecnico.ulisboa.pt. we will be glad to help and 
include your institution in this monitoring analysis.
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dIscussIon And recommendAtIons

while IPv6 support in the backbone of the research and academic networks dates back 
to 2002, this early support at the backbone does not translates on a wide penetration of 
IPv6 at the end user level in academic networks. In spite of the excellent dissemination 
work and IPv6 promotion made both by GÉAnt and national nrens, an extra effort is 
still required to fully promote IPv6 on academic networks.

this document describes two main contributes that may help to achieve this goal:

(1) A comprehensive set of recommendations and best practices for deployment of IPv6 in
     academic networks;

(2) A monitoring system that provides, at the same time, a framework for assessment of
     IPv6 support in main universities across europe as well as a tool for auto assessment       
     of adhering 

wHere to FInd AddItIonAl InFormAtIon

http://www.ipv6forum.com/ world-wide consortium of Internet vendors aiming 
to promote IPv6. Includes mailing lists, event listings, 
technical information, and links.

http://www.6net.org/ A lot of useful documents about IPv6 deployment

IPv6 essentials 3rd edition
o’reilly

Vendor-independent IPv6 book

https://www.ietf.org/rfc.html rFc repository

http://en.wikipedia.org Free encyclopedia, every definition you need is there

https://devpub.labs.nic.cz/ipv6-
smt-new/country/_uni/.

IPv6 support in central services of main universities

https://gen6.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/ IPv6 penetration in academic networks.
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